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Abstract

The multi-agent systems (MaS) typology can be divided into “independent” and “cooperative” or closed and open respectively. Independent MaS embraces a set of agents linked together by predefined protocols that operate in a closed central control system. The closed system does not include or perform MaS dynamic behaviour; rather, it mainly performs agent team formation processes and promotes agents’ cooperation at runtime. This type of MaS is appropriate for application within fixed procedures that operate in one system boundary. In contrast, the cooperative MaS is an emergent system that has the potential to dynamically, at runtime, search in an open distributed computational environment and subsequently form a team of appropriate agents to achieve the defined goal. The agent cooperation behaviour is a key strength of MaS, which is characterised by agents’ autonomy.

This thesis investigates existing multi-agent system development methodologies: Prometheus, Gaia, MaSE, PASSI and Tropos. The results indicate that these methodologies are engineering an independent MaS focusing on the agent’s internal structure or system architecture through interaction protocols. However, the cooperative MaS development processes are minimally realised in these methodologies and the agent cooperation process is not implicitly addressed.

Further, the research aims to enhance MaS development methodology by proposing a novel development methodology for multi-agent systems (DMMAS) that can guide software practitioners in developing cooperative MaS with the ability to function in large-scale, open, distributed, incremental, heterogeneous systems. It is motivated by distributed architecture for problem solving in domains including military logistics, healthcare, transportation and travel agency systems. The research attempts to transition existing MaS from independent concepts to cooperative concepts.

To model agent autonomous behaviour, the research proposes a new organisational multi-agent systems architecture supported by an ontology-based search model and the agent cooperation, through dynamic team formation process is built on agent
adoptive strategy and Share Plan cooperation theory as an important characteristic of DMMAS.

The research has been conducted using design science in information system research method, and the case study research approach. For proof of the concept the research applied DMMAS development methodology on a real world case study “Travel Agency System (TAS)” which served as the motivating problem for the research work. The results are evaluated using a benchmark approach to compare DMMAS performance with the five existing MaS development methodologies.

This thesis makes four main contributions: first, it enhances the agent-based system by providing a new development methodology with an attempt to develop the multi-agent systems current state of the art from independent to cooperative. Secondly, the research presents new multi-agent systems architecture and a methodology on how to design and develop open distributed multi-agent systems. Thirdly, the research proposes how ontology analysis and design can be incorporated in software engineering practice. The research explains how ontology concepts, objects and relationships are identified to build the agent systems domain. Finally, the research introduces a new agent functionality ontology schema for a search to replace the agent name keyword based conventional search. The functionality based ontology approach utilises descriptor based semantics.

The proposed DMMAS design methodology is evaluated against software engineering principles and its strengths and inadequacies investigated. The research achievements are summarised and emerging research questions are outlined for future work.
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